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ABSTRACT

This paper describes a feature-based tolerancing capability that complements a geometric solid
model with an explicit representation of conventional and geometric tolerances. This capability
is focused on supporting an intelligent inspection process definition system. The feature-based

4, tolerance model's benefits include advancing complete product definition initiatives (e.g., STEP
--- . Standard for Exchange of Product model data), suppling computer-integrated manufacturing
-- applications (e.g., generative process planning and automated part programming) with product

definition information, and assisting in the solution of measurement performance issues. A
feature-based tolerance information model was developed based upon the notioa of a feature's
toleranceable aspects and describes an object-oriented scheme for representing and relating
tolerance features, tolerances, and datum reference frames. For easy incorporation, the tolerance
feature entities are interconnected with STEP solid model entities. This schema will explicitly

" represent the tolerance specification for mechanical products, support advanced dimensional
measurement applicadons, and assist in tolerance-related methods divergence issues.

INTRODUCTION

Industry today faces new challenges as it pursues precision manufacturing, higher quality
products, and greater competitiveness. Many strive toward achieving these goals by
implementing computer-integrated manufacturing. Efforts toward addressing these challenges.

have produced many technological advances, such as computer-aided design (CAD) systems and
computer-controlled production systems. Unfortunately, these advances have created islands of
automation in which integration among these areas is still a time-consuming and labor-intensive

_ task. However, an automated process definition link that bridges the product definition to
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production machines will provide the critical flowtime reduction component required for
obtaining rapid response manufacturing.

" DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT TECHNOLOGY CHALLENGES

Because of industry's acceptance of computer-controlled coordinate measuring machines
_) (CMMs) as viable inspection devices, the automated definition link for dimensional measurement

process is a rapid, cost-effective generation of inspection process plans, CMM measurement
programs, and inspection support documents. In conjunction with this need, specific challenges
have been identified that are attributed to industry's migration from traditional inspection methods
to computerized, sample-point measurement equipment (e.g., CMM). These activities have

resulted in the recognition of measurement performance issues and underlying technological
voids. Therefore, primary challenges in advancing dimensional measurement are not only to
overcome the costs of process definition flowtime, but to concurrently address the issues of
methods divergence. As a result, the need for a complete and unambiguous representation of
tolerances crosses three separate but interwoven domains. These domains consist of intelligent
inspection process definition, product definition modeling, and measurement performance.

Intelliaent Insoection Process Definition

The f'trst domain of interests involves automated definition activities. AlliedSignal Inc., Kansas
City Division (KCD) is developing an automated inspection process definition system. Process
definition involves the preproduction activities required for production. Dimensional measure-
ment process definition involves the generation of process plans, CMM part programs, and any
support documentation. This function is typically performed by one or more inspection process
planners and CMM part programmers. KCD's IPPEX (Inspection Planning & Programming
EXpert), (Brown, 1991) system, as illustrated in Figure 1, is an automated tool that applies
artificial intelligence techniques, resource information, and product definition to generate
inspection process def'mitions. Through the experience gained by developing an automated
inspection process definition prototype, a number of technology risks were identified. A major
requirement involves the scope of this paper, lt is the representation of tolerances as an integrated
part of the product definition. This information is paramount to dimensional inspection because
any inspection scope must be defined by a list of tolerances requiring verification. Therefore, any
automated inspection process definition system must provide a means for representing and
identifying tolerances. Furthermore, tolerance representations are not unique to inspection
applications but are needed for design, process planning, assembly, and many other manufacturing
applications.

Product Definition ModQllng

As stated earlier, a major requirement for the successful development and deployment of
advanced computer-integrated manufacturing applications is the need for a product definition.
This product definition must not only provide a complete and unambiguous description of a
product's nominal shape but must also contain non-geometric property attributes, such asq

tolerance specifications and functional descriptions. This information is required to successfully
support advanced fabrication applications throughout the product life-cycle. To support these
applications, non-geometric property attributes must actually be associated with solid model
entities and/or features of the solid model. Furthermore, for a given workpiece tolerance
representation, the tolerance modeler must perform feature evaluation, feature-tolerance
evaluation, and tolerance model checking. Finally, for functional use, the product definition's
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Figure 1. IPPEX System Architecture

features, geometry, topology, tolerance data, and any modeler manipulative routines must be fully
accessible through a robust application programmers interface.

It is apparent that modeler developers have succeeded in representing the shape of an object
accurately and reliably using solid modeling technology. Unfortunately, most solid modeling
systems today do not allow tolerances to be directly associated with the geometry. Although some
solid modeling systems allow dimensional attribute associations and many systems allow
tolerances as text, few actually associated conventional and geometrical tolerances to the

,. geometric entities they control, and still fewer associated these tolerances in an accessible and
intelligent manner. As a result, many CIM applications must augment their geometry model with
dimensions and tolerances or not consider tolerances at all. Fortunately, the STEP community has
recently devoted attention to this need with work on Shape Tolerances.
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Measurement Performance Issues

. The third domain of interests is dimensional measurement. The emergence and increased
reliance on automated sample-point measurement equipment has focused attention on measure-
ment performance issues. The primary challenge in this domain is to overcome the issue of
methods divergence. Methods divergence is the realization that dissimilar measurement methods
yield different measured results for the same feature. Because of this divergence, questions such
as which measured value is correct, and which measured value represents the actual condition are
raised. As a result, todays practitioners of this technology are not confidently assured that
measured results satisfy functional intent.

The acknowledgment of this problem has identified the existence of a number of root causes
that requires further research and understanding. This expanded knowledge includes the need for
an explicit mathematical definition and representation of geometric dimensions and tolerances,
the need for acceptable dimensional measurement techniques and practices, and the need for
standard, characterized substitute geometry algorithms. Several national standards committees
(B89, ANSI Y14), industries, and consortiums are committed to working on these areas.

A look at these three domains ali reveal a real need to further the understanding and
representation of tolerances. This paper furthers the understanding for representing feature-based
tolerances in a solid model system in support of intelligent manufacturing applications. The
feature-based tolerance model was designed to be consistent with ANSI Y 14.5M-1982, integrated
with STEP standard entities, and follow general tolerance abstractions.

TOLERANCE MODELING

Today, process planners, numerical control analysts and part programmers perform their job
functions by extracting implicit information through the interpretation of the dimensions and
tolerances on the part drawing. Likewise, many computer-aided applicati_:us duplicating these
functions must have dimension and tolerance semantics explicitly represented in a computer
understandable form.

Many researchers have recognized the technological void of representing dimensions and
tolerances. This is represented by key work performed by Kimura et al. (1986), Requicha (1986),
Gossard et al. (1988), Wickens (1988), Shah and Miller (1989), and Jararaman and Srinivasan
(1989). These approaches vary as to how much they attempt to use traditional approaches, how
independent they are from related solid modeling systems, what geometric coverage they have,
and whether they emphasize tolerance analysis, user interaction, or manufacturing.

Additional work of note for associating tolerances to solid geometric models includes Burkett's
(1985) work. Burkett defined the principle information necessary to communicate ANSI Y 14.5M
tolerances in a Boundary Representation (BREP) solid model. He based his cc_nceptual modeling
on the following assumptions:

1) A boundary representation method of geometric modelling. The ,:_mectivity of the
dimensions and tolerances must correspond to the topology (faces, edges, a_d vertices) of the
geometric model.

2) The model defines the theoretically exact or nominal shape of the object.

3) The ability to reference functional geometry not referenced to topological entities. This
occurs with:

a) adjunct geometr3, that contributes to the definition of something (e.g., hole center-
lines);
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b) surface geometry on surfaces (e.g., point, curve, or sub-region);
c) derivation geometry that are not intimately related to the shape (e.g., planar offsets);
d) loose geometry used as information only (e.g., major reference plane of a mating

" object).

4) A feature capability allows the capability to address a collection of entities to which a

• tolerance applies as if it were a single entity.

With the understanding that geometric tolerance information primarily references analytical
geometric forms,-the Consortium for Advanced Manufacturing -"International (CAM-I)
contracted Johnson (1985) to define a computer data structure for a Dimensions and Tolerance
(D&T) model. These data structures represent the dimension and tolerance data for a partor an
assembly in association with a BREP geometric model. This study was significant because the
data structure could be created, modified, and interrogated through an application programmers
interface. It also associated tolerances to the feature classes identified in ANSI Y14.5/VI-1982.

Ranyak and Fridshal (1988) furthered Johnson's preliminary design by expanding, implement-
ing, and demonstrating a Dimension and Tolerance modeler (CAM-I, 1986). The D&T modeler
implementation was designed to unambiguously represent the variational model of a part, thereby
complementing the nominal solid model. Furthermore, the tolerance model had its Own
application programmatic interface. This provided the modeler with the functionality of creating,
deleting, and interrogating dimensions and tolerance information. Application programs
requiring both tolerance data and geometric data in a computer-intelligible form can interface both
the solid geometric and tolerance modelers through subroutine calls.

FEATURE-BASED TOLERANCING

The KCD Feature-Based Tolerance Modeler is an object-oriented schema for representing
conventional and geometric tolerances compatible with ,,x2,4SIY14.5M-1982. It is founded upon
the success of past work, specifically Johnson, Ranyak, and Fridshal. The basic foundation of the
model is the triangular entity relationship that was represented in the CAM-I D&T Model. As
illustrated in the Information Analysis diagram in Figure 2, the modeler is based upon the
interrelationship between three high-level entity node types: features, tolerances, and datum
reference frames (DRFs). Reading counterclockwise from the bottom fight, a tolerance controls
one or many tolerance features, where a tolerance feature helps define zero, one, or many datum
reference frames, and each DRF is referenced by one or many tolerances. In the clockwise
direction, a tolerance references zero or only one datum reference frame, a DRF is defined by one
or many features, and each feature is controlled by one or many tolerances. Conversely, this
structure allows one tolerance node to tolerance many features and one feature node to act as a
datum feature for many tolerances. Finally, the connectivity of the feature to the geometric model
is through one or more solid model entities.

Tolerance Features

The Tolerance Feature class taxonomy contained in the KCD Feature-Based Tolerance Modeler
, is illustrated in Figure 3. Tolerance features are classified as simple or compound tolerance

features. The simple features are of subtype feature-of-size (FOS) or non-feature-of-size. FOS
tolerance features maybe internal or external cylindrical features. These are typified by a hole or
circular boss, respectively. Another FOS feature is an opposite parallel plane feature. Typical
inner opposite parallel plane features are slots, while external opposite parallel plane features are
described as blocks or tabs. Additional FOS features include internal and external spheres.
Non-FOS tolerance features are planar faces and cylindrical arc segments. These arc segments
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Figure 2. Tolerance Feature, Tolerance and Datum Reference Frame Interrelationship.

_, consist of less than 180° of the circumferential surface. Compound features consist of simple
_ feature patterns, compound simple features, profile groups, revolute and linear swept features, and
:_, complex sculpture features. Simple feature patterns consist of two or many identical types of FOS
-_ features that as a group resolves about a center-line. Examples of simple feature patterns include

bolt hole patterns and patterns of tabs. Compound simple features consist of two or moreI
._ geometrically identical simple features. Examples of compound simple features are two planar
_: faces divided by a slot that together represent a datum or have a common tolerance constraint.

--=. A profile group feature consists of two or more arc-wise connected simple tolerance components.
A profile group is usually associated with a profile tolerance. The revolute swept feature

": corresponds to a surface of revolution. The linear swept tolerance feature consists of a surface of

linear extrusion. The complex sculptures tolerance featu_ consists of a bounded b-spline surface.

As illustrated in Figure 4, the KCD Feature-Based Tolerance Modeler is based upon the notion
that ali features must be constrained by the toleranceable aspects of location, orientation, form,

and surface finish, and if the feature is a feature-of-size, a size toleranceable aspect is required.
For example, a hole must have a set of tolerances that controls all five tolerance aspects. A location
and a size tolerance are always given. This results in implementing the location and size
toleranceable aspects for the hole feature. Interestingly, the location tolerance provides a certain
degree of orientation tolerance aspect. However, if more orientation control is required, then
orientation tolerance may be added. Likewise, the size tolerance provides the feature with a

default form tolerance aspect. However, if more form control is needed then a specific form
- tolerance is added. The surface finish aspect is usually applied by an overall part default unless

specifically called out.

. The KCD Feature-Based Tolerance Modeler is implemented by connecting tolerance features
with the entities in STEP Part 42. Each tolerance feature references one or more tolerance
component entities. Tolerance component entities can be either another tolerance feature or a

STEP solid model entity consisting of either a manifold solid brep body, face, sub-face, edge,
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Figure 3. Tolerance Feature Hierarchy

curve on surface, vertex, or point on surface. Also, general property attributes such as thread

specifications, material type, edge breaks, or cosmetic attributes can be assigned to a tolerance
component entity. Furthermore, if a feature is used as an explicit datum feature, the feature's
resolvables are used as arguments for the datum reference frame's transformation matrix.

Tolerances

Tolerances are created and assigned to formally constrain tolerance features. The model's
tolerance classes are angle, distance, form, orientation, position, profile, radial, runout, size, and
surface finish tolerances. Figure 4 shows the tolerance aspects and the associated tolerance classes

that help control it. Although these tolerances are different than those explicidy defined in ,,MNSI
Y14.5M, they are fully compatible. Since the ANSI Y14.5M standard is drawing-based, its
tolerance classes must also convey geometric information, whereas the Feature-Based Tolerance

Modeler implements a more theoretical approach for tolerance abstraction and permits the
B

geometric modeler to provide the geometric information. As a result, the ANSI class for any
tolerance-feature combination is derivable. For example, parallelism and perpendicularity are

, special cases of orientation which have a specific geometric angle relationship of 0° and 90°,
respectively. Therefore, if the geometric relationship between two planar faces is 90 ° and they
are related by an orientation tolerance, then we can easily deduce the ANSI perpendicularity
tolerance.
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DatumReferenceFrames
Each datum reference frame (DRF') may be defined by one, two, or three existing tolerance

features that have been designated as an explicit datum feature. For dimensional measurement,

each DRF actually represents an inspection set-up. As a result, the completed DRF must explicitly
define a coordinate system with an explicit origin location and axis directions. The classifications
of DRFs follow the CAM-[ datum reference frame classes. The DRF's datum feature resolvabLes

explicitly define a cartesian coordinate system. A datum feature of a DRF typically defines an axis
direction and/or one or many origin coordinates. The determination of the direction and origin

is influenced by the DRF's datum precedence. One DRF datum feature rule is that the primary

, datum's resolvable defines the Z-axis component of the resulting DRF.

Tolerance Modeler Function_

• For a tolerance modeler to be implemented and useful, the modeler must have the functions to

validate and verify the tolerance model during creation and modification. Furthermore, upon

completion of a tolerance model, the overall scheme of the model must be checked. The following
are tolerance modeler functions needed to help verify the tolerance model.
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Feature Evaluation. The tolerance model must evaluateeacn tolerance featureby checking
the correctness of its associatedsolid model entities. For example, this capability allows planar
facetolerance features to be only assignedto planar facesolid model enddes.

Feature-Tolerance Evaluation. The tolerance model must validate the tolerance
attributes, correcmess of the tolerance's assigned feature, and correctness of each DRF.

,, Furthermore, the tolerance model must be able to derive ANSI Y14.5M tolerance classes from the

feature-tolerance relationship. To incorporate this, many toleranced features must have construct
qualifiers to help control specific aspects. Usually, these qualifiers help resolve the feature to a
lower dimensionality to incorporate specific 2D tolerances (e.g., a cylindrical tolerance feature
toleranced by a form tolerance with a qualifier would result in a ANSI circularity tolerance).
Qualifiers include feature resolution, intersect/section, and cross-section qualifiers. Next, the
tolerance model must perform distance evaluation for determining dimension requLrements. This
is easily performed by the solid geometric modeler's capabilities. Additionally, the basic
dimensions are obtained from the nominal geometric solid model.

Datum Reference Frame Eva,luation. The tolerance model must evaluate the defined
DRF by checking for valid datum features and by creating a transformation matrix that
mathematically represents a coordinate system. Datum features for a DRF must be resolvable to
a point, line, or plane. Furthermore, if a datum feature is a FOS, then it must have a ma _'rial
condition modifier assigned to it.

Tolerance Model Checking. For a part to be unambiguous ;and fully toleranced, the
location of every feature should be fully controlled and every FOS feature must have a size
tolerance. The tolerance modeler shall perform locating tolerance checking. To facilitate this
capability, the modeler must be able to determine the feature's locating dimensionality, determine
the part's overall datum reference frame, determine location of features with respect to DRF or
implicit datums, and check for size tolerance for any FOS features.

Geometric Reconciliation. The tolerance capability shall have a mechanism to ,.econcile
tolerance features upon any changes to the geometry in the solid geometric model. If the topology
remains intact, reconciliation is usually possible. However, if the model is unreconcilable, then
any detached tolerance features must be identified for user disposal or reconciliation.

Tolerance Modeler Programmer_ Interface

For a tolerance modeler to successfully support advance manufacturing applications, it must
provide a programmatic interface. The Feature-Based'Tolerance Modeler capability provides a
programming interface through procedure calls or through direct access to C++ objects. The
programmatic interface will allow the capability of extracting ali tolerance features, tolerances,
datum reference frames, and topology connectivity information. The interface is designed to
provide, at a minimum, the following:

• Enquire and create default tolerancesand part DRF.

• Enquire and create tolerance, feature, and DRF attributes.

• Add and release tolerances and model entities to/from features.

• Add and release a datum to/from DRFs.

• Set a material condition for datum features.

= Query features of assigned tolerances.

• Query DRFs of referencing tolerances.

• Query tolerances of a feature.
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• Query tolerances of an implicit datum feature.

• Query DRFs using an explicit datum feature,

: • = Query solid model entities of a feature.

• Query the parent feature of a feature.

i _, SUMMARY

The Feature-Based Tolerance Modeler defines a scheme for representing conventional and
geometrical tolerances. "['he model is based on the interrelation of tolerance features, tolerances
and datum reference frames, while the tolerance features are associated to STEP solid model

' entitles. A tolerance feature hierarchy necessary to represent ANSI Y14.5M tolerances was
discussed. Also the fundamental notion that every tolerance feature has toleranceable aspects that
must be constrained is conveyed. The original tolerance model was developed in Pascal and
interfaced with a number of solid modelers. Currently, the tolerance model data has been logically
designed graphically and is captured in the EXPRESS information modeling language. The
EXPRESS language definitions are parsed into C++ objects. Methods to the C++ data model
objects are presently being defined. The Feature-Based Tolerance Modeler will complement a
solid geometric model with tolerance information that will support advanced manufacturing
applications such as process planning, inspection planning, and CMM part program generation.
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